People Analytics Suite

Empowering you with insights for smarter decisions.

In today’s fast paced and constantly disrupted world, you need to know, not guess when making decisions about your workforce.

The People Analytics Suite provides confidence in data driven decision making with a holistic approach combining the right people, the right practices, and the right platform to predict trends, extract insights and quickly deliver results – in weeks, not years.

Organizations with the best people analytics functions see 96 percent higher revenue over a three-year period, compared to their less effective peers.1
People

Domain experts interpret and contextualize findings and craft “actionability” that works. Nudge units enable behavioral changes and make real impact.
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Practices

Ready to use analytics models, pre-built KPI dashboards, and proven operationalization methods accelerate speed to value.

Diversity and inclusion
Retention
Future of work and planning
Talent acquisition and staffing

Platform

Turnkey, scalable, integration of all HR data ecosystems provides secured access to insights as early as week 6.

One AI
Data Visualizations
Storyboards

A rapid, holistic, and flexible way of delivering analytics impact
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